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Abstract: The digital image is getting increased in wider range. The key feature to be noted is the presence of
outliers in the raw digital image. An outlier is an oddity which is deviating far away among the neighbour pixels
which makes the digital image a noisy image. In the previous method, likelihood value of pixels is applied to
eliminate the outliers by classifying the pixels label as normal and outlier. However, the digital image was not
fully recovered back from the damaged pixels due to the imperfect labelling which causes the image to get
distorted and the original quality of the digital image get spoiled. To overcome such problem, we use K-Means
sparse vector decomposition (K-SVD) method in order to detect the presence of the outlier in the digital image.
Our proposed method detects the outlier virtuously by computing the likelihood values among the neighbour
pixels of the image. This shows that the proposed methodology works with a better trade off in false detection
rate than the sate of art scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION which leads to an inconsistent state) which is a major

Digital image processing and data mining is gaining data, To avoid such an imperfection, likelihood values of
importance in our day to day applications due to the the data objects are found and they are clustered together
increase in usage of data in large volumes. During the based on their neighbour likelihood values. The data
process of extracting data from larger volumes, an which are clustered will be classified as outliers and non
additional attention is needed due to the existence of outliers. Digital images acquired through many electronic
unwanted oddity among the original set of data. This may devices are commonly subjected to the contamination of
be caused due to system errors like measurement of signal impulse noise. Some of the probable causes of impulse
form a sensor or due to manual errors. This feature noise include malfunctioning pixel sensors, faulty memory
attracts various learning algorithms to make sure that the units, imperfections encountered in channel during
data to be extracted should be without any sort of transmission. The outlier detection has become more
deviations. Data which gets deviated much from the precious in various applications like credit card fraud
normal data is said to be outliers. In an image the outliers detection, fault medical diagnosis report generation of a
are referred to be noise which makes the scratch the pixels patient, defence surveillances, intrusion detection for
of the image this leads to damage in the original image. cyber-security etc.. (Figure 1) is an example of outlier
The outlier images or noisy image are due A well know among a set of data object located in a group from which
definition of outlier is sated as “An outlying observation, a single data object is located far among the other data
or "outlier," is one that appears to move away from objects. This oddity of data is marked as an outlier.
marked one with other members of the example in which it
occurs” [1]. The presence  of  such  irregularity  among Related Works: Identification of outlier in a data set is a
the perfect data is a deviation which is to be eliminated. rigid process. Since usage of database is increasing,
The outlier which is identified will be labelled and it will be supplementary maintenance of such a massive data has
compared with other neighbouring data to find out the become complicated. The information in the database will
remaining outliers. Sometimes, the labelled data is not not be accurate and consistent. The oddity among the set
found to be an outlier (outliers are imperfectly labelled of  data  have  to be marked and removed. In this segment,

drawback prevailing in figuring out the exact imperfect
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Fig. 1: A Single Outlier Deviates From the Group normal data and utilizes the constructed sphere to detect

the previous works so far carried out on outlier detection function it can transform the original data into feature
and  its  related works on other branches have been space in SVDD and effectively detect global outliers of
briefly reviewed. In data mining, outlier detection is  the high-dimensional data. Conversely, its performance is
identification of objects, events or observations which do sensitive to the noise present in the input data.
not match to a probable pattern or other items in data set One of the methods for evaluating outlierness is
[2]. Conventional outlier detection algorithms normally LOCI: Local Correlation Integral [19]. In this type,
presume that outliers are hard or costly to obtain due to detecting outlier is highly effective than the previous
their unusual occurrences. The previous outlier detection methods because Loci are used to detect the outliers and
algorithms are mostly classified into four categories. group of outliers in a sample. A cut-off value will be
Statistics-based algorithms [2, 3]. Statistical approaches generated automatically to conclude the point is an
presume that the data follows some standard or fixed outlier. Based on the point value, the data are grouped
distributions and this kind of approach was used to find into clusters and micro clusters to determine normal and
the outliers which deviate away  from  the  distributions outliers data values. Multi Granularity Deviation Factor
[4-6]. The methods in this type always assume the normal (MGDF) [19] was introduced to detect the isolating
example follow certain kind of data distribution. However, outliers and to detect outlier in multi dimensional database
we cannot always have this kind of priori data distribution where a deviation of event will occur rarely. This increase
knowledge to observe, particularly for   high   dimensional more attention on MGDF. The radius r for a point p  at
actual  data  sets  [3].  For clustering-based approaches [7- MGDF is the qualified deviation of its local
9]; they always conduct clustering-based techniques on neighbourhood density value from the average r-
the samples of data to characterize the local data behavior. neighbourhood local density value. Therefore an object
In general, the sub-clusters contain significantly a smaller whose local neighbourhood density value matches the
amount of data points, after which additional clusters, are average neighbourhood local density will contain MDEF
considered as outliers. For example, clustering techniques of 0.In distinction, outliers will contain MDEFs far from 0
have been used to find anomaly in the intrusion detection from this spontaneous density values it is easy to
domain [8]. In the work of [9], the clustering techniques conclude the normal objects from an outlier in a data set.
iterative detect outliers to multidimensional data analysis LOCI has been extended as aLOCI approximate Local
in subspace. Since clustering based approaches are Correlation Integral which functions automatically to
unsupervised without requiring any labelled training data, detect the outlier and micro cluster based on the cut off
the performance is limited in unsupervised outlier values and gives the accurate results. Fuzzy clustering is
detection. In density-based approaches a local outlier one of the methods used to detect one or more several
factor (LOF), [10-14] and variants [15] are the outliers [20]. The method was used in both uvivariant and
representatives of this kind of method. Depending on the in multivariant.
local density of every data occurrence, the LOF determine
the degree of outlierness, which provides suspicious Iii. Likelihood Values Generation: To find the outlier in
status scores for all samples. The important property of a given training data set s this contains of l normal
the LOF is the capability to estimate local data structure samples   and   a   small   quantity   of   n   outlier  samples.

by density estimation. The advantage of this method is
that there will be no need to make an assumption on the
generated distribution of the data. Conversely, these
methods cannot sustain a high computational complexity
in the testing period since they have to calculate the
distance between all the other instances and each test
instance to compute nearest neighbors. Besides the
above work, model-based outlier detection approaches
have been proposed [16-18]. Among them, support vector
data description (SVDD) [16, 17] has been recognized
empirically to be capable of identifying outliers in different
domains. SVDD conducts a small sphere around the

an unknown sample as normal or outlier. Using kernel
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Construct a classifier by means of normal and abnormal where k represents the total number of clusters and v
training data set and the classifier is applied to classify represents the cluster centre of the i  cluster.k-means
undetected test data. Due to occurrence of error during clustering generates set of local clusters, in which data
sampling or due to device imperfections [19], a normal samples of same cluster are more alike to each other, from
sample may perform like an outlier. The example itself this it is clear that if the majority of data samples belongs
could not be an outlier. Such error can result in an to same cluster are normal, it would contain a high
improperly labelled training data, which makes the probability chance of being normal. If there is any faraway
successive  outlier   detection   disgustingly  inaccurate. point that does not belong to any cluster (outlying point),
In order to avoid such problem, likelihood values between it would contain a high probability chance of being an
the data set was found and based on it the normal and outlier. For a given cluster j, presume there survive of
abnormal data will be classified the following states the
two likelihood model.

Single Likelihood Model: In this model, for each input
data with a likelihood value will be associated
(x ,m(x )),which indicates degree of membership of ani i

example towards its own class label.

Bi-Likelihood Model: In the model, all sample is
associated with bi-likelihood values, denoted as
(x ,m (x ),m (x )), In which m (x ) indicate the degree of ani i i i

t n t

input data x  belonging to the positive class and wherei

m (x ) indicates the negative class respectively.n
i

The goal is to compute likelihood values for every
input data by means of creating a pseudo training dataset.
For single likelihood model, the pseudo training data set
consists of two parts specifically l normal samples and n
abnormal samples are expressed as follows.
(x ,m(x )m (x )),.., (x ,m(x )), (x ,m (x )),…., (x ,m(x ),1 1 1 1 1 I+1 I+1 I+n I+n

t n t n t

m (x )), in which m(x) and m (x) specify the likelihood ofn t n
I+n i i

x  belonging to the normal class and the abnormal,i

respectively.
For bilikelihood model the generated pseudo training

data will be as follow:

( x , m ( x ) m ( x ) ) , . . , ( x , m ( x ) m ( x ) ) ,1 1 1 1 1 1
t n t n

(x ,m (x )m (x )),….,(x ,m (x ),m (x )),I+1 I+1 I+1 I+n I+n I+n
t n t n

The basic idea of both schemes is to capture the local
data uncertainty by examining the relation distances of
every input data to its local neighbours in the feature
space.

Kernel K-Means Clustering-Based Method: For each
input data the kernel k-means clustering algorithm
generate likelihood values.

i
th

normal samples and  negative samples.

For the single likelihood model, the likelihood value
of a normal example x  specified to the normal class ist

calculated m (x ) = ( + ). Similarly, the likelihoodt
t

value of an abnormal example x  specifiedto the negativek

classis stated as m (x ) = /( + ).n
k

For the bi-likelihood model, likelihood values of an
example towards the normal and abnormal classes are
calculated as m (x ) = / ( + ) and m (x ) =t t

t t

/( + )respectively.

Based on the kernel k-means clustering-method, the
local data information of each sample is known. Based on
the information, outliers are detected. The benefit of
kernel k-means is that it aims to partition observations
from the dataset into a group of local clusters but the
major limitation is that it suffers well on datasets with
changing densities which causes the inaccuracy over
generated likelihood values to be[20].

Kernel LOF-Based Method: To contract with datasets
with varying densities local density-based method has
incorporated to compute likelihood values for each input
data. The fundamental idea is to inspect the relation
distance of a point in hyper sphere to its local neighbours
in feature space. More specifically, for every point x ,i
calculate its local reachability density first whose
standard  reachability distance determined based on the
k-nearest neighbours of x .i

where N (x ) is the point xof k-nearest neighbors and thek i i

reachability distance of object x  in the feature space toj

the  object x    is   represented   by   reach-dist (x ,x ).i k i j

After finding the local reachability density next step is to
find  the  nearest  neighbors  present  in the feature space.
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Fig. 2: Black And White Image with Outliers representation and at the same time maintains a sparsity

Fig. 3: Image after removal of Outliers min ||y - Dx ||  subject to ||x ||  i = 1, 2,. ..,N (2)

From this, the single likelihood and bi-likelihood values
are calculated based on the local behavior of each sample Now the problem of sparse coding is that of finding
this method helps to manage the dataset with varying the code vector xi for each input signal y .Once an
densities [21]. efficient  coding  vector  is  found  for  each  signal,  the

Figure  2   represents   a   black   and  white  image K-SVD algorithm attempts to tune the dictionary D from
with  more  outliers  which  makes  the  raw image as the previous estimate, so as to further reduce the error.
noisy    image.   Figure   3   represent   image   after This is done one atom at a time. Thus at this stage of the
applying  the  existing  approach,    the   image  still algorithm, the matrix X is fixed and so is D with the
remains with outlier and the quality of the image get exception of one column d  under question. Let  denote
damaged.

K-Means Sparse Vector Decomposition: K-SVD can be
found commonly in many applications such as image
processing, biology, audio processing and document
analysis-Means  sparse  vector  decomposition (K-SVD)
is  a  generalization  of  the  k-means  clustering method
and it   is   a  singular  value  decomposition  approach.
K-SVD works by iteratively alternating between sparse

coding  the  input data based on the current dictionary
and updating the atoms in the dictionary to better fit the
data.

Y = {y |i  [1,K], y  R } asi i
n

Min =||Y - DX||  subject to ||x || < T i (1)2
F i 0

D,X

where X is formed by column stacking all vectors x  and ||i

• ||  denotes the frobenius norm square which is defined2
F

as the square of every element in the matrix.The K-SVD
algorithm attempts to minimize the cost function
iteratively, by first finding a coding for the signals This
coding is sought such that it minimizes the error in

constraint. Once this sparse coding stage is done, the
algorithm proceeds to update the atoms of the dictionary,
one atom at a time, such that the error term is further
reduced. Proceeding in such an iterative method, the
algorithm reduces, or at worst maintains, the error of
representation at each iteration. Having defined a general
view of the steps of the algorithm, we proceed to detail
the steps and the mathematical basis behind the method.
We make an initial guess of the atoms of the dictionary
which can be either from a set of over complete basis
vectors or from the observed data itself. Given such an
initial estimate D, the cost function of Eq. 1 can also be
broken down into multiple optimization problems in the
form

i i i 0
2

D,X

i

k

the k-th row of the matrix X. The non-zero indices of 

indicate all those signals which use the d  atom fork

representation and the coefficient in the linear
combination. For example, a value of 0.5 in the j-th index
of  would signify that the 4 atom d is scaled 0.5 timesk

and used as one of the atoms to represent signal y . Thej

representation error term can thus be modified and written
as
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this achieves is a separation of the error term into two
parts – error when the atom dk is not taken into account
and the error reduction due to its induction in
reconstruction. This also achieves the decomposition of
the multiplication of matrices  into  a  summation  of K
rank-1 matrices. Of these, the first K - 1 are assumed to
fixed. The problem of minimizing the total error thus boils
down to finding a rank-1 matrix which best approximates
the error matrix E . Estimation of such a matrix could easilyk

be done by performing a singular value decomposition on
E  and using the largest singular value and itsk

corresponding vector for this task. But such a solution
will have no way of enforcing the sparsity constraint of
the resulting X matrix. The authors propose a simple
remedy to the problem. Instead of per-forming a straight
SVD on the matrix E , a manipulation on the matrix isk

performed so as to bring it to a form where the SVD can be
applied directly and hence implicitly maintain the
sparseness of the result. To do this, we first need to
identify all the signals that use the k-th atom of the
dictionary. Once this is done the total error term of Eq. 3
can be split into two terms, one term defining the error of
representation of those signals with the d atom removedk

and the rest for all other atoms. Eq. 3 thus takes the form
of `

(4)

where  varies from E  of Eq. 3 only in the sense that itke

takes into account the error for just those signals that are
supported by the atom d . The error function minimizationk

can now be carried out by a rank- 1 approximation of the
 matrix using singular value decomposition. The vector

corresponding to the maximum singular value is then
used. The interesting thing to note here is that this simple
trick of selection of a subset of all the signals to reduce
the error results in implicitly enforcing the sparsity
constraint on the coding coefficients [22]. The reason for
this is that only a single atom coefficient is updated at a
time, that too only for those signals which base their
representation on the dictionary atom d  in question.k

Once the dictionary D is updated, one atom at a time, the
algorithm again seeks to minimize the error in
representation by recalculation of the coefficient matrix.
The convergence  of  the  algorithm  is  dependent  on  the

Fig. 4: Outlier detection among the image pixels

sparse coding function that is used to derive and
approximate representation of each signal. However, if the
threshold T is small enough, the solution of the sparse
coding stage is close enough to the actually solution.
Other  more  involved   processes   for   sparse coding
have  been  used by the OMP with all its simplicity
delivers  an  acceptable  result.  Every such coding
solution is hence guaranteed to reduce or keep
unchanged the error in representation. A similar such
statement can also be made for the dictionary updation
process and hence it can be argued that with every
iteration of the process, the cost function is minimized or
remains the same. However, this does not guarantee
convergence as it may well be possible to get stuck at a
stable point [22].

Experimental Result: Outlier detection is a primary task in
image processing and data mining to expose unusual
patterns among the various domains our experimental
research is focused on monitoring and apprehension of
outlier behaviors of crowd in an image. The outlier’s
present in the image make the original images as noisy
image to overcome such problem we use KSVD algorithm.
The raw image with an outlier will be incorporated and the
image is converted into an black and white image then the
pixels are extracted from the black and  white  image  and
its  local  likelihood  values  are  calculated.  Pixels of
image were extracted  and  it  is taken as 3 X 3 matrix
format. The Figure 4 represents the pixels present at the
middle will be comparing with the nearby neighbour pixels
values to detect the outliers presents in the image by
finding the deviations.  This  process  continues  until
each and every single pixels of the image get compared.
The data values will be then categories as normal data and
outlier data.
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Fig. 5: Removing the detected Outlier from the image
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